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Abstract. The veriﬁcation of complex mixed-signal integrated circuit
products in the automotive industry accounts for around 60 %–70 % of
the total development time. In such scenario, any eﬀort to reduce the
design and veriﬁcation costs and to improve the time-to-market and the
product quality will play an important role to boost up the competitiveness of the automotive industry.
The aim of the HARMONIA project is to provide a framework for
assertion-based monitoring of automotive systems-of-systems with mixed
criticality. It will enable a uniform way to reason about both safetycritical correctness and non-critical robustness properties of such systems. Observers embedded on FPGA hardware will be generated from
assertions, and used for monitoring automotive designs emulated on
hardware. The project outcome will improve the competitiveness of the
automotive application oriented nano and microelectronics industry by
reducing veriﬁcation time and cost in the development process.

1

Introduction

Veriﬁcation & Validation of complex mixed-signal integrated circuit products
in industrial practice accounts for 60–70% of project development time. Our
work aims to reduce veriﬁcation time and eﬀort. It is known that simulation,
which is the dominant method for pre-silicon veriﬁcation, does not scale due to
immense computing requirements. The increasing trend to overcome the simulation bottleneck is to complement it with the emulation based approach: the
designed system is replaced by an early prototype implemented using Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) allowing long-term/stress testing and wholerange parameter variations, which is usually limited to small examples with
simulation-based veriﬁcation [1–4]. Design emulation techniques also allow one
to approximate an analog component with discretized behavioral model, therefore enabling end-to-end testing early on. However, veriﬁcation techniques used
with the emulation-based approach involve manual tasks, making them errorprone and time consuming.
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In this scenario, the goal of the Austrian FFG-funded HARMONIA project
is to improve the veriﬁcation techniques of the emulation-based approach by
combining assertion-based runtime veriﬁcation with design emulation. In this
framework we employ Signal Temporal Logic (STL) [5] as speciﬁcation language
to express the desired requirements. STL has a rigorous syntax and semantics
supporting the speciﬁcation in a concise and intuitive way of complex timing
relations between analog and digital signals. In [6], we introduce novel algorithms
for translating STL speciﬁcations to hardware runtime monitors implemented in
FPGA. Our recent ﬁnding in [7] shows also a direct connection between temporal
logic and ﬁltering, which allows to freely navigate between realms of logic and
signal processing [8–10].
The STL qualitative semantics decides whether a signal satisﬁes or violates
a given requirement by providing a true/false verdict. However, in case of analog signals, noise and jitter may aﬀect the correctness verdict based on hard
satisfaction threshold. Indeed, the qualitative semantics is not always enough
informative. For this reason, we also consider the problem of quantifying the
satisfaction or violation of an analog signal w.r.t. STL speciﬁcations. In the last
decade, several STL quantitative semantics [3,7,11–13] have been introduced to
provide suitable measures of satisfaction or violation. In particular, in [11,12]
the classic satisfaction relation between a signal and an STL formula is replaced
with the notion of robustness degree which shows precisely how far is the behavior from satisfying a requirement in STL. Conversely, if the behavior satisﬁes the
formula then the robustness degree will quantify the distance from the nearest
incorrect behavior [11]. The robustness degree can be used to automatically guide
the input and the parameter space exploration enabling the falsification analysis [3,4] or the parameter synthesis [1,2,14] of the emulated or simulated system
under test (SUT). In a recent work [13], we tackle this problem by adopting a
novel quantitative semantics for STL formulas and by introducing an eﬀective
online algorithm for computing the robustness degree using FPGA.
In this project we also explore how novel hardware architectures based on
spiking neural networks can be used to monitor a temporal speciﬁcation. IBM
recently revealed such an architecture called TrueNorth. In [15] we show how to
apply the underlying TrueNorth model for runtime monitoring of Metric Temporal Logic (MTL) properties. Having identiﬁed how to recognize MTL operators
with TrueNorth, we are able to build neural monitors from MTL formulae. Since
our ultimate goal is to build hardware monitors that provide both qualitative
and quantitative information we see TrueNorth as a perfect candidate for our
framework. In [16] we have also shown how one can employ smooth neuronal
behavior in programming constructs to make robust decisions.
In this paper we provide an overview of our experience in the HARMONIA project with the application of assertion-based runtime veriﬁcation techniques combined with design emulation. The paper is organised as follows: Sect. 2
presents the assertion-based monitoring framework employed in HARMONIA,
Sect. 3 shows the complete ﬂow from an STL speciﬁcation to hardware monitor synthesis, Sect. 4 introduces a recent novel technique to online monitor the
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robustness degree using edit distance, Sect. 5 presents an industrial case study
that would beneﬁt from the application of the techniques developed within the
HARMONIA project and in Sect. 6 we conclude.

2

Assertion Based Monitoring

HARMONIA aims at advancing the state-of-the-art in design and veriﬁcation of
heterogeneous systems-of-systems (SoS) with mixed-criticality, involving complex interaction of digital and analogue elements.

Fig. 1. HARMONIA assertion-based monitoring framework

The goal of the project is to provide an assertion-based formal framework for
assessing correctness and robustness of heterogeneous SoS, emulated on hardware test chips. This framework, illustrated in Fig. 1, targets the problems and
challenges and results in:
– Enabling formal speciﬁcation of rich mixed-signal mixed-criticality properties
involving complex logical and timing relations between events in digital and
analogue signals;
– Providing a qualitative and quantitative interpretations of STL assertions over
mixed-analog signals;
– Enabling automatic generation of hardware online monitors from formal assertions that will observe emulated data in real-time and assess their correctness
and/or robustness with respect to the design speciﬁcation.
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Hardware Monitors Generation

In Fig. 2 we provide an overview of the complete flow for the hardware monitor
generation, from natural language requirements to a synthesizable HDL code
using STL as a speciﬁcation language and two approaches for hardware generation. First, time invariant system requirements must be formalized to obtain a set
of STL formulae which are used for hardware monitor generation. The formulae
to be hardware-synthesizable need to be converted in a speciﬁc format (containing only past temporal operators i.e. pastiﬁed) and simpliﬁed. We use these
formulae after the conversion step to simulate and check if the requirement has
been captured correctly. The oﬄine simulation provides us with additional guarantee of an STL property being correct. We explore two approaches for hardware
generation. In the ﬁrst approach, hardware primitives are implemented directly
in HDL (Verilog) and are compositionally combined to obtain a monitor. In the
second approach, we use primitives, implemented in software (C++/SystemC)
for building the monitor. Each STL temporal operator has a corresponding C++
implementation to be able to construct STL monitor accordance with the parse
tree of the formula. We obtain synthesizable IPs for each sub-monitor using
High-Level Synthesis.

Fig. 2. Hardware runtime STL monitor generation ﬂow using high-level synthesis at
Inﬁneon Technologies Austria AG

3.1

From Signal Temporal Logic to FPGA Monitors

In [6] we show in detail how to automatically generate a hardware monitor
from an arbitrary STL formula with past and bounded future timing operators.
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We do not allow unbounded future operators because our monitors are based
on deterministic temporal testers [17]. Formulas with bounded future operators
are transformed into equisatisﬁable formulas using only past temporal operators
according to the procedure from [18]. In this case, the verdict will be delayed
to the max interval of time needed to decide whether the formula is satisﬁed
or violated. We use the compositional approach to build complex testers from
basic ones which relate to speciﬁc timing operators. Furthermore, we introduce
an algorithm for evaluating speciﬁc temporal operators eﬃciently [6]. For the
testers that are diﬃcult to implement directly (e.g. bounded until or bounded
since require signiﬁcant hardware resources), we use rewriting rules to express
them as a combination of simple temporal operator testers. Analog signals of
STL are handled by analog-to-digital (ADC) converters and comparators inside
FPGA logic. In [6] we also present evaluation results which expose resource
consumption of speciﬁc types of formulas.
3.2

Monitoring of MTL Specifications with IBM’s
Spiking-Neuron Model

In [15] we implement monitors for MTL speciﬁcations on top of our hardware
implementation of the IBM’s TrueNorth model. IBM in a series of papers [19]
revealed a purely digital spiking neuron model, which is suitable for the hardware
implementation. In [15] we show how to build hardware monitors using this
model for a past fragment of MTL.
A monitor for an MTL formula is seen as a neural circuit, which we construct
compositionally from sub-parts that recognize logical and temporal operators.
To obtain the behaviour which corresponds to MTL operators we need to instantiate parameters of neurons. We formulate a set of constraints that restrict the
behaviour and use integer linear programming to ﬁnd the parameters of neurons.
In this work we also explore how High Level Synthesis (HLS) from C/C++
can be applied for synthesizing hardware monitors. Given an MTL speciﬁcation
that describes a missile launch from a battle ship we show how one can obtain
a hardware neural monitor using HLS and our C++ implementation.

4

Quantitative Monitoring of STL with Edit Distance

In [13] we introduce a novel quantitative semantics for STL which computes the
robustness degree w.r.t. an analog signal taking in consideration both the amplitude noise and the timing jitter. We interpret STL over discrete time digitized
behaviors because continuous real-valued signals are discretized in time and value
domain by an ADC. As a distance measure for quantifying the amplitude noise
and timing jitter diﬀerences, we adopt weighted edit distance (WED) which can
be deﬁned as the total cost of all the insert, delete and substitution operations
necessary to transform one signal into another. Conversely to Hamming and edit
distance, the WED takes into account the actual diﬀerence between the signals’
values, rather than assigning ﬁxed cost for substitutions. This way the WED
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expresses the amplitude diﬀerence more precisely. Since weighted edit distance
includes insert and delete operations it exactly reﬂects signal similarity in case
where other point-wise based distances such as Hamming distance fail: i.e. in
case of same signals are shifted by a constant time.
In [13] we develop an eﬃcient on-line algorithm for computing the robustness
degree of a STL formula w.r.t. to a discretized signal. We create a structure called
weighted symbolic automaton (WSA) by adding additional transitions for delete,
insert and substitute operations to a regular language acceptor for speciﬁed STL
formula. The algorithm calculates WED by searching for the shortest paths to
any of the accepting states in WSA.

5

Automotive Sensor Interface Runtime Monitor
Case Study

As case study within HARMONIA, we would like to evaluate the new developed assertion-based monitoring methodology on the modern automotive system application such as airbag application, electronic power steering or electronic
throttle control for engine management with a special focus on the sensor interface using PSI5, SPC or SENT communication protocol. Figure 3 illustrates an
electronic throttle control system for engine management application while Fig. 4
illustrates the Inﬁneon Technologies Chipset solution for Engine Management,
including Electronic Throttle Control. These sensors constantly measure different information happening during the system runtime (such as deceleration
force, pressure, steering wheel angle or the position of the accelerator pedal)
and provide them to the main micro-controller for further data processing and
actualization of the application.

Fig. 3. Electronic throttle control for engine management

According to the state-of-practice, veriﬁcation (computer-based simulation)
and validation (lab evaluation) of such sensor interfaces become challenging tasks
for the following reasons:
– Veriﬁcation for the sensor interfaces has to cover real-time embedded mixed
signal domains.
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Fig. 4. Inﬁneon Technologies engine management chipset solution

– Failure during the reception, decoding and processing of sensor data in system
electronic controller can lead to unexpected or false events which might put
human safety in violation.
– Most of the functionalities of sensor interfaces can only be veriﬁed at the
system level of the chip and at the system application level. Only using classical
mixed-signal simulation approach becomes a bottle neck.
– Many veriﬁcation scenarios of the sensor interfaces such as long-term veriﬁcation run with checking of millions sensor data frames are not suitable using
computer-based simulation as well as manual sensor data evaluation/checking
method.
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Together with emulation technologies, HARMONIA assertion-based methodology including generating hardware runtime monitor shall not only enable
checking the correctness of such sensor interfaces over those critical veriﬁcation scenarios but also automate and signiﬁcantly reduce the veriﬁcation time
as well as eﬀort.

6

Conclusion

Within the HARMONIA project, the problem of runtime monitoring is being
attacked from diﬀerent perspectives. Generating hardware monitors, interpreting formal speciﬁcation, measuring distance between signals and using neural
architectures to perform monitoring are the research questions to tackle in order
to conform with stricter safety requirements in automotive and make systems
safe, reliable and robust.
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